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Disclaimer

The following presentations contain forward-looking statements and information on the business development of the Volkswagen Group. These statements may 
be spoken or written and can be recognized by terms such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, “seeks”, “estimates”, “will” or words with 
similar meaning. These statements are based on assumptions, which we have made on the basis of the information available to us and which we consider to be 
realistic at the time of going to press. These assumptions relate in particular to the development of the economies of individual countries and markets, the 
regulatory framework and the development of the automotive industry. Therefore the estimates given involve a degree of risk, and the actual developments may 
differ from those forecast. The Volkswagen Group currently faces additional risks and uncertainty related to pending claims and investigations of Volkswagen 
Group members in a number of jurisdictions in connection with findings of irregularities relating to exhaust emissions from diesel engines in certain Volkswagen 
Group vehicles.  The degree to which the Volkswagen Group may be negatively affected by these ongoing claims and investigations remains uncertain.

Consequently, a negative impact relating to ongoing claims or investigations, any unexpected fall in demand or economic stagnation in our key sales markets, such 
as in Western Europe (and especially Germany) or in the USA, Brazil or China, will have a corresponding impact on the development of our business. The same 
applies in the event of a significant shift in current exchange rates in particular relative to the US dollar, sterling, yen, Brazilian real, Chinese renminbi and Czech 
koruna.

If any of these or other risks occur, or if the assumptions underlying any of these statements prove incorrect, the actual results may significantly differ from those 
expressed or implied by such statements.

We do not update forward-looking statements retrospectively. Such statements are valid on the date of publication and can be superseded. 

This information does not constitute an offer to exchange or sell or an offer to exchange or buy any securities.
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Challenging transformation in progress and ahead 

Culture change Integrity Compliance Diesel progress Monitor

Volkswagen’s 
responsibility 
is to become 

an 

upstanding 
corporate 

citizen
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Risk Management

“Volkswagen has to become more honest, more open, more truthful. In other words: an upstanding 
corporate citizen.” Dr. Herbert Diess



We are convinced that culture change is a crucial transformation driver

Moving forward on three interconnected fronts

Way of thinking Way of working together 
Way of assurance of complying fully 
with legal and regulatory standards

Expansion of advisory services and online training programs

Empowerment of lower-level executives by cutting number of top-level management to make decisions

Autonomy to our brands and regions to speed up decisions and foster accountability

Rotating managers









We are convinced that culture is a critical factor when it comes to our company’s future success or failure 
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We defined seven essentials on which we base our actions

Seven Volkswagen Group Essentials
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We take on responsibility for the environment and society

We are proud of our work’s results

We believe in diversity

We are honest and speak up when something is wrong

We break new ground

1

2

3

4

5

WE not me6

We keep our word7



Since 2017, we comprehensively enhanced the Integrity Program and 
achieved key successes 

1

3

5

7

Implementation of an Awareness Campaign and 
soon a “Speaking up” Campaign.

Integration of Integrity in HR processes.

Training of managers worldwide by the 
Volkswagen Convention, further Conventions in 
planning.

Commitment of the Board of Management towards a Tone from the Top.

6
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4
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Adoption of the ECI Report as benchmark and
benchmarking on measuring Integrity by an 
Integrity Index.

Rollout of the Integrity Program to all major 
entities of Volkswagen Passenger Cars and all 
brands of the Volkswagen Group.

Integration of Integrity in decision making 
processes.



We teamed up with academia  in order to develop an Integrity Index 
making Organizational Integrity measurable 

5 Integrity Index dimensions cover all company’s stakeholders

Dimension 4Dimension 1 Dimension 2 Dimension 3 Dimension 5

Society Compliance & 
Infrastructure

Climate & Culture Products & 
Customers 

Partners & Markets 

The Integrity Index helps to identifying weak points, deriving needs for action and measuring progress1

The Integrity Index will be applicable not just at Volkswagen, but rather at every company which is willing to participate2

Volkswagen sets a benchmark in measuring Organizational Integrity (Pilot Assessment at VW Passenger Cars) 3
7
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We have also made important progress in the area of Compliance

1

2

3

Implementation of ONE Code of Conduct.

Improvement of the Whistleblower System in order to increase awareness, transparency 
and confidence.

Implementation of trainings on Compliance issues and the Code of Conduct.

4
Almost doubling of the number of Compliance staff and strengthening independence of 
divisional and regional compliance officers.
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Risk Management and Internal Control are being strengthened as well

9

2

3

Controls:
Continuous strengthening and standardizing of Internal Control System.

Risk awareness:
Enhancement of group-wide Risk Assessments Process.

1
Governance:
Establishment of dedicated Group Board of Management Committee for overseeing and 
improving effectiveness of Risk Management and Internal Control System.
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We are joining forces to achieve Integrity, Compliance / Culture excellence

Principle 1
Integrity and compliance is central to business
strategy

Risk Management

Principle 3
Leaders at all levels across the 
organization  build and sustain a culture
of integrity

Culture of Integrity

Principle 4 
The organization encourages, protects

and values the reporting of concerns
and suspected wrong-doing

Speak-up Environment Resolute Accountability

Principle 2 
Integrity and compliance risks are
identified, owned, managed and

mitigated

Principle 5
The organization takes action and holds
itself  accountable when wrongdoing
occurs

Strategy

10
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Resolving the diesel crisis: substantial progress in all markets

Worldwide recall/service campaigns driven forward:

Software Flashes in Germany currently 95%
complete;  Substantial progress also in Europe (77%) 
and  worldwide (70%)*

Major progress in modifications in North America:

On target for modifications/buybacks for 2.0 liter 
TDI  engines; field fix started for 3.0 liter TDI engines

Group environmental incentive makes significant  
contribution to improving air quality in German 
cities:

More than 200,000 customers already decided to switch to  
environmentally friendly vehicles

Electrify America underway:

Investment plan for zero emissions vehicles (ZEV) 
approved  by authorities

Timeframe of legal proceedings expected to be long
11
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* Status June 2018



We periodically receive review reports by the Monitor that helps to classify 
our progress

14
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A Monitor statement calling for action „of mandatory nature“:

„The Monitor has strived to ensure that the Recommendations made are achievable within 150 days, include 

reasonable accommodations for the Company‘s business realities, and are narrowly tailored to address key 

compliance risks or gaps.“
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n A Monitor statement that does not require action on the Company’s part:

• Inferences drawn by the Monitor based on the Initial Review

• Statements with identified challenges, inconsistencies, or other issues the Company should consider addressing

Observations may rise to the level of recommendations in future review periods.

• Positive statements about areas of progress
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A written document prepared by the Company, expected to include:

• Action Items 

• Milestones

• Timeline 

• Budget and Resources

Culture change Integrity Compliance Diesel progress MonitorRisk Management
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The first review report identifies and shows important areas of improvement

13
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We still have challenges in front of us but we are on the right track to 

become an upstanding corporate citizen.
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Break

14.00 – 14.15

Next: Presentation / Q & A Ralf Pfitzner



Ralf Pfitzner, Head of Sustainability Volkswagen AG
Making The Change Happen Conference, Berlin, 2nd July 2018

Sustainability 
at Volkswagen Group



Disclaimer

The following presentations contain forward-looking statements and information on the business development of the Volkswagen Group. 
These statements may be spoken or written and can be recognized by terms such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, 
“seeks”, “estimates”, “will” or words with similar meaning. These statements are based on assumptions, which we have made on the basis of 
the information available to us and which we consider to be realistic at the time of going to press. These assumptions relate in particular to the 
development of the economies of individual countries and markets, the regulatory framework and the development of the automotive
industry. Therefore the estimates given involve a degree of risk, and the actual developments may differ from those forecast. The Volkswagen 
Group currently faces additional risks and uncertainty related to pending claims and investigations of Volkswagen Group members in a 
number of jurisdictions in connection with findings of irregularities relating to exhaust emissions from diesel engines in certain Volkswagen 
Group vehicles.  The degree to which the Volkswagen Group may be negatively affected by these ongoing claims and investigations remains 
uncertain.

Consequently, a negative impact relating to ongoing claims or investigations, any unexpected fall in demand or economic stagnation in our 
key sales markets, such as in Western Europe (and especially Germany) or in the USA, Brazil or China, will have a corresponding impact on the 
development of our business. The same applies in the event of a significant shift in current exchange rates in particular relative to the US 
dollar, sterling, yen, Brazilian real, Chinese renminbi and Czech koruna.

If any of these or other risks occur, or if the assumptions underlying any of these statements prove incorrect, the actual results may 
significantly differ from those expressed or implied by such statements.

We do not update forward-looking statements retrospectively. Such statements are valid on the date of publication and can be superseded. 

This information does not constitute an offer to exchange or sell or an offer to exchange or buy any securities.
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With our Together Strategy 2025 we have integrated sustainability in the core of 
our business strategy

3



Radical Product and Business Model Innovations lead to a Transformation of the 
Automotive Industry with related sustainability opportunities and challenges 

TopicsKey trends in the automotive world at a glance

• Energy efficiency

• Decarbonization/Energy 

transformation

• Low emissions

• Supply chain (materials)

• Impact on workforce

• Data protection

• Inclusive mobility

4



Focus on strategy: Resolutely making progress toward sustainable mobility

Mobility

services

Self-driving

system (SDS)
Efficient 

combustion 

engines and 

alternative 

drives

Sustainable Mobility

Battery

technology

Charging

infrastructure

Sustainable mobility

E-mobility
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Paving the way for sustainable mobility

Up to the end of 2022: Volkswagen Group and its 
joint-venture partners in China will be making 
around €15 bn available for e-mobility, 
autonomous driving, digitalization and new 
mobility services.

Up to the end of 2022: We will be putting more 
than €34 bn into e-mobility, digitalization, 
autonomous driving and mobility services –
thereof in 2018: €6.6 bn

Also putting more than €90 bn into the
conventional vehicle and drive portfolio – thereof 
in 2018: €19.8 bn
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Sustainability@Volkswagen focuses on material topics along the triple bottom line

Materiality Analysis is based on Global Trends, Stakeholder Surveys, Internal Guidelines, Strategy 2025, GRI Standard, CSR-RUG. Refined by expert workshops

“For us, sustainability 
means simultaneously 
striving for economic, 

social and environmental 
goals in a way that gives 

them equal priority”
(Volkswagen Annual Report 2017)

Sustainable Value Enhancement: 
Identification of value drivers, managing 
related risks and opportunities
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Climate Change: our most material sustainability challenge – Volkswagen 
develops Decarbonization Index derived from 2°Goal

2°Goal Carbon Budget Decarbonization Index
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Climate Change: In terms of carbon footprint, BEV based on European Energy mix 
is already favorable compared to internal combustion engine

Carbon footprint of powertrain and fuels today according to our current Life Cycle Assessment studies

Source: Life Cycle Assessment Team Volkswagen K-GERU 2018 
A-class vehicle, 200,000 km running distance I WLTC I range electric vehicle: 300 km * Technical potential ** MDBevo (SOP 2018)

Stromverbrauch, kWh/100 km: kombiniert 12,7; CO₂-
Emission kombiniert, g/km: 0; Effizienzklasse: A+
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Climate Change: Volkswagen is realigning its energy supply for production

 Converting the two large power stations 
in Wolfsburg from coal to natural gas 

 Saving 1.5 million  tons of CO2 per year1), equal to 
the annual CO2 emissions of 870,000 vehicles

 Investing about €400 million in new gas and steam 
turbine systems

 Globally, already 37% of global electricity 
consumption in production is based on renewable 
energies (as of 2017)

1) when fully effective in 2022
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Climate Change: Example Audi - carbon neutral factory Brussels

Q7 e-tron quattro: Kraftstoffverbrauch kombiniert: Diesel 1,9–1,8 l/100km | Strom 19,0-18,1 kWh/100km; CO2-
Emissionen kombiniert: 50–48 g/km

Audi Brussels: Home of the new e-tron Sportback

"CO2-neutral site" certificate from Belgian testing company Vinçotte

• covers all production processes and all other emissions generated 
at the plant 

• either by renewable energies (ca. 95 %) 
• or compensated by environmental projects (ca. 5 %)

 World's first certified CO2-neutral high-volume production plant in 
the premium segment

The Brussels plant

• Foundation: 1949
• Site area: 540,000 m²
• Employees: 2,792 (as of 31 December 2017)
• Previous Models:  Audi A1
• Production (2017): 95,288 vehicles

11



Technologies to optimize vehicle emissions: target 95g CO2 in 2021

Electrification
Conventional

engines

Improve efficiency of 
combustion

Spread of portfolio with
CNG powertrain

Extended portfolio of electric 
and hybrid vehicles

Further vehicle
optimization

 Efficient Air conditioning
compressor

 Efficient electrical 
generator

 Ultra low rolling resistance
tires

 Optimized residual 
braking torque

 Active aerodynamics

 Extended use of 
LED-Lighting

Improve battery 
technology

 Extended range 

 Lower price

Push customer 
demand
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Climate Change & Environmental Protection: Reuse and Recycling of Li-Ion 
Batteries 

Battery Recycling

Second Life for
Batteries

Porsche has teamed up with Swedish company Box of Energy to 
develop a solution that involves recommissioning used batteries 
as energy storage systems.

The prototype stationary storage unit with 18 KWh capacity 
contains two used batteries from a Panamera G1 II (End of 
production: 2016) 

Today, already commercially available processes exist to recover
the resources Cobalt, Nickel and Copper from used Li-Ion batteries

Volkswagen started already back in 2009 in the publicy funded
„LithoRec“ project to work on recycling of Li-Ion batteries

Based on promising results from the project, Volkswagen further
develops the recycling process with the goal of an increased
process efficiendy
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Supplier Management: „Sustainability in Supplier Relations“ (SiSR) to mitigate 
potential risks and ensure resilience of the supply chain
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Supplier Management: Value Chain for electric vehicle raw materials

Example: proportions of the cell of
a NMC 6-2-2, 62 kWh-Battery

 Nickel 30 kg

 Manganese 10 kg

 Cobalt 10 kg

 Lithium 10 kg

 + others

CATHODE+
 Graphite 75 kg

 + others

Mining Refining Cathodes Cell Modules Assembly OEM

“Classic“ Procurement Focus„NEW“ Focus of procurement

ANODE-

Equally important to focus on: costs,
availability AND sustainability

450 kg
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Supplier Management: Sustainable raw material procurement 

+ DGCN Risk Report 
and internal Risk Rating

Identified

TOP 16 
materials for

activities

Risk rating 2017/2018
Measurement definition (3 levels)

 Common measures for determined materials are defined on the
basis of the Dragonfly risk study (Q1 2018)

 Sustainability roadmap for common activities will published in Q2 
2018 

Global Battery Alliance

 WEF Initiative 

 International Partners (OECD, UNICEF, etc.)

 Sustainable supply chain for all battery raw materials

Responsible Minerals Initiative

 Cooperation with other initiatives

 Certification for cobalt smelters will be piloted in 2018

Aluminium Stewardship, EITI etc.

Individual measures

DRIVE Sustainability (OEM Initiative)

Industry Initiatives

 Sustainability roadmap for specific suppliers

 Work with raw material matrix for current and future activities
involving high risk materials

Our process for defining measures 
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Increase in competitiveness and safeguarding the future are the focus points of the 
Volkswagen Brand Future Pact agreement

• Increase of productivity by 25%
• Reduction of plant costs

• Increase of productivity by 25%
• Discontinuation of unprofitable products

Working Group 2

Components

Working Group 1

Production

• Reduction of hardware-oriented
development work

• Increased efficiency in development processes

Working Group 3

Technical 
Development

• Reduction of bureaucracyWorking Group 4

Administration

Reduction in workforce based on demographic curve1)

Secure the Future

• 4 additional models:
2 conventional and 2 MEB vehicles

• Investments in:
• Electric drive trains
• Pilot facility battery cell
• Battery system

• Competency/capacity increase in autonomous 
driving, electrification, connectivity etc. 

• Creation of employment
in new business segments

1) ~ 9,350 early retirement contracts signed in 2017. 
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Corporate Responsibility: more than 400 projects globally show our engagement 
for societies we operate in

Example: The Volkswagen Child Safety Initiative (CSI) in 
China

Challenge: Safety seat use rate: China: 11.5% / Europe: >90 %

Goal:  Improve public understanding of the importance 
of child road safety

Activities:
• Child road safety education in cooperation with 

dealers
• Community Innovation Contest
• "Protect Childhood - Child Safety First" Forum

Evaluation system: 
 99.32% of parents taking part pay more 
attention to child road safety. 

Topics in scope:  Education & Science; Equal Opportunities; Voluntary
Work; Health; Culture and Art; Environmental 
Protection; Regional Support; Sports; Traffic education

Find out more: 
https://csrprojects.volkswagenag.com/csr-projects.html#all
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Prof Dr. Ottmar Edenhofer
Director of MCC - Deputy 

Director and Chief Economist of 
PIK

Prof. Dr. Gesche Joost
Berlin University of the 

Arts, Design Research Lab

Georg Kell
Founder and former 

Executive Director of the 
UN Global Compact

Yves Leterme
Former prime minister of 

Belgium

Michael Sommer
Former Chairperson of the 

Confederation of German Trade 
Unions

Elhadj As Sy
Secretary General of 

the IFRC

Margo T. Oge
Former Director, Office 
of Transportation and 

Air Quality, US EPA

Connie Hedegaard
Former European 
Commissioner for

Climate Action

Sustainability Council as critical advisor to the Group Board of Management

Topics

• Sustainable Mobility and Climate Protection

• Social Responsibility and Integrity 

• Future of Work and Digitalization

Tasks

• Strategic Counseling of the Board of Management

• Strengthening of the Sustainability Management

• Bridge to Stakeholders

• Expertise and Initiatives

Projects

• Transformation Towards Sustainable Transport Systems –
The Next Generation Policies

• Open Source Lab for Sustainable Mobility

• Forecast-based Financing – Combat Climate Change 
Impacts in Asia-Pacific
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Communication on Sustainability: 
Sustainability Report and Sustainability Magazine “Shift”

Report

Includes the combined 
separate nonfinancial 
report and fulfils the 
requirements of the HGB 
(German Commercial 
Code) and the German CSR 
Directive Implementation 
Act. 

GRI Standards 
(comprehensive level)

Shift Magazine

How can Volkswagen –
after the Diesel Crisis -
talk about sustainability 
again without fear of 
derision and ridicule? 

Shift, which 
complements our 
traditional 
Sustainability Report, is 
an initial answer.

FOCUS: ESG, facts, figures, regulation, GRI / UN SDGs FOCUS: Conflicting goals, change /crisis, outlook

https://www.volkswagenag.com/en/sustainability/reporting.html https://www.volkswagenag.com/en/sustainability/shift.html
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Summary and Outlook 

• With our Together Strategy 2025 we have integrated sustainability in 
the core of our business strategy

• Sustainability@Volkswagen focuses on material topics along the 
triple bottom line, addressing both risks and opportunities

• Climate Change is our most material sustainability challenge –
Volkswagen develops Decarbonization Index derived from 2°goal, 
activities cover the entire life cycle

• Sustainability in Supplier Relations helps to mitigate potential risks 
and ensures resilience of the supply chain; challenges of E-mobility 
value chain are known and addressed

• Stakeholder engagement is important to regain trust. Among others, 
our Sustainability Council acts as critical advisor to the Group Board of 
Management

• Outlook: We will bring Sustainability closer to the core business; 
more to come on decarbonization and impact assessment of our 
activities
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Coffee Break

15.15 – 15.45

Next: Presentation / Q & A Joris de Bock



Joris De Bock, E-Mobility Business Models 
Making The Change Happen, Berlin, 2nd July 2018

Roadmap E
The most comprehensive electrification 
initiative in the automotive industry of all times



K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

Disclaimer

The following presentations contain forward-looking statements and information on the business development of the Volkswagen Group. These statements may 
be spoken or written and can be recognized by terms such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, “seeks”, “estimates”, “will” or words with 
similar meaning. These statements are based on assumptions, which we have made on the basis of the information available to us and which we consider to be 
realistic at the time of going to press. These assumptions relate in particular to the development of the economies of individual countries and markets, the 
regulatory framework and the development of the automotive industry. Therefore the estimates given involve a degree of risk, and the actual developments may 
differ from those forecast. The Volkswagen Group currently faces additional risks and uncertainty related to pending claims and investigations of Volkswagen 
Group members in a number of jurisdictions in connection with findings of irregularities relating to exhaust emissions from diesel engines in certain Volkswagen 
Group vehicles.  The degree to which the Volkswagen Group may be negatively affected by these ongoing claims and investigations remains uncertain.

Consequently, a negative impact relating to ongoing claims or investigations, any unexpected fall in demand or economic stagnation in our key sales markets, such 
as in Western Europe (and especially Germany) or in the USA, Brazil or China, will have a corresponding impact on the development of our business. The same 
applies in the event of a significant shift in current exchange rates in particular relative to the US dollar, sterling, yen, Brazilian real, Chinese renminbi and Czech 
koruna.

If any of these or other risks occur, or if the assumptions underlying any of these statements prove incorrect, the actual results may significantly differ from those 
expressed or implied by such statements.

We do not update forward-looking statements retrospectively. Such statements are valid on the date of publication and can be superseded. 

This information does not constitute an offer to exchange or sell or an offer to exchange or buy any securities.
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

The challenge: transforming Volkswagen Group along 2+1 dimensions

Future vehicle concepts Advanced mobility solutions

Autonomous |  Electrified |  Connected Robotaxi |  Shuttle I Vans

Today‘s vehicle concepts Sharing & Mobility On Demand

SUV/CUV trends |  Budget cars Shared |  Conventional drive system

TRADITIONAL BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION REVOLUTIONARY
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

Building blocks to provide sustainable mobility solutions

Mobility 
Services

Self Driving
System

Efficient 
ICEs & 

alternative 
powertrains

Sustainable Mobility

Battery Charging 
Business Models

Focus today
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

Most comprehensive electrification initiative in the automotive industry 
with

• 3 BEVs, 8 PHEVs

• 80 new EVs (50 BEVs + 30 PHEVs)
• 20–25% Group sales intended 

to be purely battery-powered
• Own e-fleet requirements over 

150 GWh of battery capacity 

• At least one electrified 
version for each of the 
Group's 300 or so models

2017 20302025
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

Battery costs will decrease significantly by 2020

1 Battery

battery cell

battery system

Target:

< 100€ / kWh

MQB

MEB

2013 2020

€ / kWh
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

Advances in Battery Technology will improve Range
Roadmap battery cell chemistry and energy density

Range

2014 2017 2018 2020 2025

* basis: eGolf with comparable battery volume

Lithium ion technology

all solid state

improved anode
and cathode

190 km

230 Wh/l

300 km

410 Wh/l

380 km

650 Wh/l

420 km

700 Wh/l

New battery
technologies

700 km

1000 Wh/l

500 km

800 Wh/l

1 Battery
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

Competencies needed across the whole battery value chain

 Weight 
 Requirements/specifications

e.g. dangerous goods, 
customs duties, ...

 Special containers
Examination of process limits/production sites

Logistical factors

Value chain

Module 
production

Cell production Constituents 
Pack 

assembly
Vehicle 

installation
Raw materials

Repurposing

Repair

RecyclingQualification

Constituent examples Module types Stationary applications Recycling process

Lithium
Nickel
Cobalt
Manganese
Graphite

Material types Cell types Repair events

Cylindrical Prismatic Pouch
Disassembly

Disintegration

Metallurgy

Re-use

Housing

Cu foil for anode

Separator

Electrolyte
Cathode without foil

Anode without foil

Al foil for cathode

Small scale
e.g. for private homes

Large scale
e.g. for grid stabilization 

and charging stations

Cylindrical Prismatic Pouch  …if the customer wishes a 
“refresh“ of the battery

 …if mechanical damage to 
some modules has 
occurred

1 Battery
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

VW Group is taking direct control of all charging use cases

Next envisioned
HPC use case

Long distance 
driving

Potential compensation
to home & work

Daily 
short/ medium use

Charging 
Use 

Cases 

Charging 
@home &
@work

Destination 

charging

High power 
charging along 
highways

DC
DC

High power 
charging in 
inner cities

2 Charging business models
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models
Source: Hubject website

2 Charging business models

10

Since January 2017 the Volkswagen Group became a shareholder of Hubject

• Hubjects portfolio addresses:

• Charge point operators

• Emobility service providers

• Energy suppliers

• Fleet operators

• Car sharing companies

• Service card providers

• Automotive manufacturers 

• Since 2012, Hubject has been connecting 
different market players in order to create a 
digital and cross-border charging network 
for electric vehicles – the intercharge
network. 

55.000
Charge points

3
Continents

2012
Foundation

300
Partners

24
Countries

40
Employees



IONITY: The pan-european high-power-charging network enabling e-mobility on long-
distance routes

50

High-powered DC charging network 
for battery electric vehicles (BEV)

covering long-distance travel
routes in Europe 

Installation of 20 stations in various
European countries in 2018;

full deployment  by 2020

Power levels up to 350 kW 
significantly reduce 

charging time 
compared to available systems

Network is based on the 
Combined Charging System (CCS) 
standard which uses a connector 

that is fully compatible with 
most current and next generations BEVs

400 ultra-fast charging sites planned 
in Europe with an average 

of 6 charge points per station;
distance between stations ~ 120km

Cooperation with several partners such 

as Tank & Rast, Circle K, OMV, Enel

Source: Ionity website
K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

2 Charging business models
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K-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models

Latest news from our HPC Joint Venture Ionity

A61 Brohltal Ost: operations start with welcome offer
 IONITY has announced that it is commencing operations at its Brohltal-Ost site

(Rhineland Palatinate)
 Drivers of an EV fitted with a CCS charging plug are welcome to use the station free of 

charge until May 31, 2018.

DESIGN CONCEPT - IONITY hedges its bets on futuristic form language
 At the Geneva International Motor Show, IONITY has revealed the design concept for its

HPC network in Europe
 Simple structures and surfaces, smart interfaces and a mixture of robust lightweight 

materials merge together into a seamless ‘charging experience’

March 05, 2018

Source: Ionity website

2 Charging business models

IONITY opens its first charging station in Switzerland
 Station is based in Neuenkirch near Lucerne on the A2 motorway (key north-south 

transit route)
 station is equipped with six high performance chargers
 support vehicles equipped with the CCS charging system

May 30, 2018

April 17, 2018
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Electrify America: Powering electric mobility from coast to coast and everyday stops in 
between

Investment of $2 billion over the
next 10 years in Zero Emission Vehicle

(ZEV) infrastructure and 
education programs in the U.S.

Open network for all 
(even non VW Group) OEMs 

and business partners

1st cycle:
We will establish a 

network of ~4.700+ non-proprietary 
electric vehicle chargers  in 17 metros 

and on highways in 39 states

Station chargers will be extremely
powerful, capable of delivering 
150 kW or 350 kW to vehicles

Highway sites every 70 miles on average, 
but no more than 120 miles 
apart,  so shorter range ZEVs

available today will 
be able to use this network

Public access for all ZEV drivers
will be ensured through multiple 

technologies (Level 2 and 
DC fast charging: CCS Combo

and Chademo connectors)

Source: Electrify America websiteK-GSN-E | E-Mobility Business Models
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Ongoing process also at Electrify America

Electrify America Announces Partnerships to Install Ultra-Fast Electric Vehicle
Chargers
 Installation will take place at more than 100 major retail, convenience and refueling

locations in the United States
 Partners include Target Corporation, Brixmor Property Group, Kimco Realty Corporation, 

Sheetz, Casey’s General Stores, DDR Corporation, and Global Partners LP’s Alltown

April 23, 2018

Electrify America Installing Electric Vehicle Chargers at more than 100 Walmart 
locations 
 Charging stations will feature Electrify America’s DC 350kW Fast Charger 
 “The expansion of Walmart’s electric vehicle charging facilities with our ultra-fast charging 

systems will provide consumers with a quick and convenient way to charge their vehicles in 
the time it takes to make their Walmart purchases.” (ElAm CEO Mark McNabb)

April 18, 2018

Electrify America selects ABB, BTC Power, Efacec and Signet as charging 
equipment suppliers 
 DC Fast Chargers to provide charging speeds of up to 20 miles of range per minute 

April 17, 2018

Source: Electrify America website

2 Charging business models
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From strategy to reality
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2025: Volkswagen …

… remains one of the largest automakers.

… is #1 in e-mobility worldwide.

… sets standards in mobility services.

… acts as role model for environment, safety and integrity.
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Goodbye and have a safe trip home


